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Abstract In WDM optical networks, design protection algorithms aim to maintain the connectivity between two nodes in the network following a failure by mapping a given virtual topology onto the physical topology so as to minimize the failure propagations in a network. In this article, a genetic algorithm based approach has been proposed for design protection in WDM optical networks. The proposed method has been compared with two other well-known design protection algorithms to establish its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction



Fiber optic technology is emerging as the most promising candidate for the next generation bandwidth intensive applications and high speed computer networks because of huge bandwidth of optical fibers and capability of multiplexing channels onto a single fiber through wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technique. A pointto-point interconnection of optical wavelength routers using optical links is known as physical topology of a WDM optical network. A virtual (or logical) topology of a network is a graph consisting of all the lightpaths present in the network. A lightpath between two nodes is defined by a sequence of links between the nodes and a wavelength on these links. Same wavelength must be used on all the links in the sequence and this is known as
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wavelength continuity constraint [1]. As a result, two lightpaths sharing a common link cannot use the same wavelength on their paths.



Survivability refers to the ability of a network to reconfigure and reestablish communication upon failures. It is an important issue to be addressed at the time of designing a network. The issue becomes more relevant in WDM optical networks, as a single link failure may result into failure of several wavelength channels or lightpaths. Hence, extra care must be taken to find out the ways to protect these lightpaths against failures. Survivability in a network can be provided either through protection or restoration. Protection is the primary mechanism used to deal with a failure and need to be very fast. In contrast, restoration is used to provide more efficient routes or additional resilience against further failures. Protection in WDM can be performed at two levels, namely physical and design. In physical protection, a failure situation can be handled by optical hardware duplication without the higher level switches being aware of the failure and hence the scheme may not be cost effective. On the other hand, design protection aims at maintaining connectivity between two nodes in the network following a failure by mapping a given virtual topology onto the physical topology so as to minimize the failure propagations in a network. In reference [3], a brief survey of protection / restoration schemes can be found. As far as our knowledge goes, none of the earlier schemes have used genetic algorithm to solve the design protection problem.



In this paper, a genetic algorithm for topology mapping to protect lightpaths in a WDM optical network has been proposed. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the problem statement and its mathematical formulations. In section 3, a genetic algorithm for solving the problem is presented. In section 4, the performance of the genetic algorithm is compared with that of other two algorithms. Section 5 finally concludes the paper.



2. Design Protection Problem



In this section, we formally define the design protection as an optimization problem [2] and give its mathematical formulation. 2.1. Problem Statement
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Given the physical topology of a network and a virtual topology to be mapped onto the physical topology, the problem is to find a route for each of the lightpaths in the network so that the number of broken lightpaths due to a link failure is minimized.



2.2. Mathematical Formulation



The following notation is used:



N



: total number of nodes in the network.



s, d : source and destination nodes of a lightpath, respectively.



a, b : end points of a link.



Given



i) E = (eab) , an N X N symmetric matrix representing the physical topology, where,



w, the number of wavelength channels on a link. eab = 0, if there is no link between a and b.



ii) L = (lsd), an N X N symmetric matrix representing the virtual topology, where,



1, if there is a lightpath between s and d. lsd = 0, otherwise.
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Variables



i) Psd = ( pabsd), an N X N symmetric matrix representing the route of the lightpath lsd on the physical topology, where,



1, if lsd uses link eab on its route. pabsd = 0, otherwise.



ii) L′ab = ( l′sd ), an N X N symmetric matrix representing the virtual topology after removing all the lightpaths that have eab as part of their route.



0, if (lsd = 0) ∪ (pabsd =1). l′sd = 1, otherwise.



iii) Kabsd = 1, if lightpath lsd has no alternate path when link eab is broken.



1, if (lsd =1) ∩ (eab > 0) ∩ (s and d unconnected in L′ab ). Kabsd = 0, otherwise.



A broken pair is defined as a tuple (lsd, eab) for which Kabsd = 1.



Objective function



Minimize



∑∑ K



sd ab



subject to the following constraints:



a ,b s , d
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i) Lightpaths do not exceed the maximum capacity of each link, i.e.,



∑p



sd ab



≤ w , for all a, b.



s ,d



ii) A lightpath does not encounter a node twice in its route, i.e.,



∑p



sd ab



≤2



a



3. Design Protection Using Genetic Algorithm



A genetic algorithm (GA) [4] is mainly a probabilistic search algorithm based on the principles and concept of natural selection and evolution. At each generation it maintains a population of individuals where each individual is a coded form of a possible solution of the problem at hand and called chromosome. Each chromosome is evaluated by a function known as fitness function which is usually the inverse of the objective function of the corresponding optimization problem. Next, new population is generated from the present one through selection, crossover and mutation operations. Purpose of selection mechanism is to select more fit individuals (parents) for crossover and mutation. Crossover causes the exchange of genetic materials between the parents to form offspring, whereas mutation incorporates new genetic material in the offspring. Implementations of above mentioned components for the proposed genetic algorithm are as follows.



3.1. Chromosome Representation



Each chromosome is represented by an integer string of length N X L, where N is the number of nodes in the physical network and L is the number of lightpaths in the virtual topology.



Fig 1. Chromosome representation
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In this representation, each chromosome encodes a network configuration as one of the solutions to the problem and each chromosome segment represents a lightpath. An example illustrating chromosome segment generation is shown below in Table1 for the network configuration 1 in Fig 3.



Table1: Generation of chromosome segments Lightpath 0: Shortest path between nodes 0 and 1.



0



3



1



-



-



-



-



-



Chrom1_segS1



Lightpath 1: Shortest path between nodes 0 and 5.



0



3



5



-



-



-



-



-



Chrom1_segS2



Lightpath 2: Shortest path between nodes 1 and 4.



1



3



5



4



-



-



-



-



Chrom1_segS3



Lightpath 3: Shortest path between nodes 2 and 3.



2



1



3



-



-



-



-



-



Chrom1_segS4



Lightpath 4: Shortest path between nodes 2 and 5.



2



1



3



5



-



-



-



-



Chrom1_segS5



The overall chromosome configuration is represented by cascading the above mentioned chromosome segments.



3.2. Initial Population



Initial population is generated by selecting random paths between two nodes connected by a lightpath. It is ensured that the random paths do not contain a node twice i.e. no cycle is included in the path.



3.3. Fitness Function



In our work, the fitness function is taken as the reciprocal of the total number of lightpaths damaged due to link failures in a particular network configuration.



3.4. Selection Operation



The probability of selection of a network configuration is directly proportional to the fitness value of the corresponding chromosome. Hence, a configuration with greater fitness value has a greater chance of being selected for crossover and mutation. In this work, we have used ‘Roulette wheel’ [4] as the selection mechanism.
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3.5. Crossover Operation



The crossover strategy used in this implementation is that of number crossover applied separately on each lightpath segment of a chromosome. Let, chrom1_segS and chrom2_segS are two corresponding lightpath segments from two different chromosomes on which crossover is performed. End nodes of both the segments must be same as they correspond to the same lightpath. A random crossover point p1 corresponding to chrom1_segS is generated between 0 and (k–1), where length of random path in chrom1_segS is k. Similarly, a random crossover point p2, corresponding to chrom2_segS is generated between 0 and (l–1), where the length of random path in chrom2_segS is l. New chromosome segments (offspring segments) are formed by copying chrom1_segS from 0 to p1 and chrom2_segS from p2 to (l–1) in offspring1_segS and copying chrom2_segS from 0 to p2 and chrom1_segS from p1 to (k–1) in offspring2_segS. After crossover, it is possible to have repetition of a node in the offspring segments.



Chrom1_segS



0



p1 k



N



Chrom2_segS



0 p2



l



N



offspring1_segS



offspring2_segS



0



0 p2



p1



N



N



Fig 2. Illustration of crossover operation



3.6. Mutation Operation



Mutation is performed by selecting an alternate path between two randomly selected nodes of a chromosome segment. The alternate path between two random nodes is generated by applying the shortest path algorithm on the network obtained after the deletion of the first shortest path between the nodes.



A new solution obtained through crossover and mutation is accepted only if its fitness value is better than that of the worst solution in the population. Otherwise, the new solution is rejected.
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4. Results



and Discussions



In order to determine the effectiveness of the proposed GA based protection algorithm, its performance has been compared with that of the two other algorithms, viz., Shortest path routing algorithm (SPRA) [2] and Heuristic algorithm (HA) [5].



All the algorithms have been implemented on Pentium machine using C as the programming language. Experiments are conducted on a number of different network configurations, whereas, the results on two of them as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, are reported here. For each network configuration, the number of wavelength channels permitted is assumed to be 5. Moreover, the following parameters are assumed for the GA: Probability of crossover = 0.95, Probability of mutation = 0.03, Number of generations = 100, Population size = 4.



Fig 3. Network configuration 1



Fig 4. Network configuration 2
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Table 2 reports the number of broken pairs achieved by the three algorithms for both the network configurations. For Network 1, GA achieves 7 broken pairs which is better than both SPRA (12 broken pairs) and HA (8 broken pairs). For Network 2, both HA and GA provide 2 broken pairs, whereas SPRA gives 10 broken pairs. Table 2: Comparative results of different algorithms Algorithm



Number of Broken Pairs Network 1



Network 2



SPRA



12



10



HA



8



2



GA



7



2



As the network complexity increases with large number of nodes, physical links and lightpaths the superiority of the genetic algorithm becomes evident. Moreover, the performance of the genetic algorithm may further be improved by increasing the number of generations.



5. Conclusions



In this work, a genetic algorithm for design protection problem in optical networks, employing wavelengthdivision multiplexing (WDM) is proposed. Our main objective was to map a given virtual topology onto a physical topology so as to minimize the failure propagations in the network. A comparative study of the proposed genetic algorithm with two other algorithms found in the literature, has been carried out. The results of our study show that the genetic algorithm gives better solutions than the others.
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